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POS Module Overview
POS Server license (Includes 5 users)
This is the main purchase required to be able to run POS. In most
cases this is the only license that will be required by the customer
as it already includes the first 5 stations (tills) and all the base
functionality.
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POS Stations Concurrent Stations
These are additional licences for POS, for those requiring more than
five stations. Concurrent stations get proportionately cheaper as
more are purchased.

POS Seasonal Stations
This a heavily discounted Station license is for seasonal use (four
months of the year). We added this to allow for customers with peak
seasons, conventions or shows which require additional stations for
short periods.

POS Inventory Management Suite (IMS)
Purchased per branch, IMS is an optional module that adds
functionality around inventory. IMS enables the use of POS as the
principal point of data capture for physical stocktakes, cycle counts
and stock adjustments, as well as allowing for the handling of transfer
requests, shipments and receiving of PO’s directly through POS.

POS Lay-By/Lay Away Module
Purchased per branch, this is an optional module that adds
functionality for lay-bys/lay-aways.

POS Mobile Module
This is an optional module that enables some functionality on a
mobile device (Note: You can already use all of POS on a tablet or
laptop without this license, this is more for handheld devices).
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POS Retail Pharmacy
Purchased per branch, this is an optional module that adds functionality for the Pharmacy Industry
including integration to dispensary systems.

EFTPOS Integration Module
Purchased per branch, this is an optional module which adds integration to some EFT devices. Integration
provides the ability to send the sale value to the device and the result of the EFT transaction back to POS.
Note, this module is not required to process EFTPOS payments using POS, but eliminates double-handling of
information between POS and the EFTPOS device.

Multi-Currency Module
Purchased per branch, this is an optional module that adds support for multi-currency tender.

POS Food Preparation Screens Module
This is an optional module that adds functionality for the Food Preparation Industry including special
screens that show open orders with time since ordered.

POS Loyalty & Payment Programs Module
Purchased per branch, this module adds functionality for defining and activating loyalty programs and Gift
Card options. Plans are defined which determine how points will accrue onto a customers account and how
they are able to redeem their points as a method of payment. The module’s functionality also enables full
control over a customer’s point balance and can be set to automatically ‘write off’ one or several customer’s
balances at a given point in time. POS Loyalty & Payments module can also work in tandem with other
third-party loyalty schemes.

POS Retail Promotions
This is an optional module that adds advanced pricing options, including discounted bundles and buy-1get-1-free offers. The module consists of two components - deals and campaigns. Deals are firstly created
to determine the type of promotion to be run and which products will be associated with it. Campaigns are
then set up to govern which deals become active, when they become active and at which location(s) the
promotion will apply.
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